Second Annual Statistics Show To Demonstrate New Methods

Recent developments in business statistics and research will be featured at the Second Annual Statistics Show to be held tomorrow on the tenth floor from 10 to 10.

Sponsored by the School of Business and the New York Metropolitan Chapter of the American Statistical Association, the show will present demonstrations by "business, government agencies, trade associations, and colleges.

One of the highlights of the show will be the presentation of training materials for interviews, including a kinescope of a television program and software films.

The United Nations will have three separate exhibits. One will be a chart of the per capita income of the top 10 countries to be displayed in the U.S. and the UN. The third will be "The Big Five Marketing Division, Clinton, Iowa." One exhibit will demonstrate how individual countries' per capita incomes are computed while other exhibit will show how life tables are computed.

Featured at the show will be the demonstration by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. It is in the interest of life and better health. It will show that the need for public health is publicized to the medical profession and how information on maintenance of good health is made available to the public.

The show will also show how life tables are computed and a chart will show life expectancies for different age groups. All important New York colleges will be represented at the show.

First Advertising Symposium Tomorrow, Will Discuss "Copy, Core of Advertising"

"Copy, the Core of Advertising Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow" will be discussed by Mr. George Miller of Plater's Inc., tomorrow at 1220. The show is composed of a series of sections which will be followed by questions.

Mr. Miller who writes the Apec column of "Plater's Inc." and also President of R. T. O'Connell Company, is the first speaker. He will discuss the problem of "Today Looks Tomorrow's Advertising."

The series of six symposiums, which are being scheduled for five o'clock, in order to permit as many people as possible in the area to attend.

Frosh Hazing in High Gear; Shoe-Shines, Battles on Tap

Frosh hazing continues all week in the final week of frosh orientation. Any Frosh, upon request, must shine the shoes of any Soph who provides shoe-shining materials.

Tomorrow, frosh-soph battles will take place from 12-2. All participants must be on the gym floor in old clothes. All others must be in the library.

Frosh Hazing at First Advertising Symposium

Professor Emanuel Saxe, Chairman of the Accounting Department, downtown, will address the Accounting Society tomorrow at 1220. Professor Saxe, since his reputation in this field is well known. Prof. Saxe is the managing editor of the New York Accounting, author of "Fundamental Accounting," and an active contributor to the Journal of Accountancy, the Accounting Review, and The Accounting Forum.

New members of the society will be welcomed at the meeting. The Accounting Society is an organization designed to give future accountants information about their chosen career.

Text Dough Today; APO Guides Stairs

Money collected from the sale of books by the Alpha Phi Omega Book Exchange will be returned in lounge E between 12-3 today. The book will be sold for the next three days. The proceeds will be used in the Alpha Phi Omega scholarship fund.

Because of the emergency Civil Defense Program, APO members will direct traffic during the change of classes. Stairway "A" (far end, right) will be closed, and traffic will be directed to the "B" (at the far end, right) will be used for traffic.
What Price Justice?
The other day eight teachers were thrown out of the room by the principal of a high school because they refused to cut their hair. The Board of Education knew that, however, it was to protect the public's health and safety. The principal had the teachers cut their hair, and then he sent them home.

This is not the kind of case, relatively, unimportant in itself, among the many that have been brought before the courts. The public has been too long subject to the whims of those in power. The Board of Education has the right to enforce its rules, but it does not have the right to use force to do so. The teachers were simply exercising their right to free speech.

We are not asking for more power for the teachers. We are simply asking that they be allowed to speak their minds without fear of retribution. The Board of Education should lay down its heavy hand and let the teachers continue to do their jobs.
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Rams Eke Out Victory; Upset Beavers, 63-61

By Steve Schatt and Larry Pollack

It was a mighty discouraged City College quintet that walked off the court of the 69th Regiment Armory Monday night after losing 63-61 overtime defeat at the hands of a hard-fighting Fordham squad.

The 6-9 Rams had played a "bad" game, although their passing and foul-handling was far from perfect. It was rather a case of being outscored by a hustling bunch from Rose Hill that just refused to throw in the towel to the national champs after falling behind by as many as ten points.

The Lavender had previously racked up four consecutive wins on the road and apparently were on their way to No. 3 as they rolled up 37-30 halftime margin. The story in the first half had been all Roman with the big fellow pouring 18 points through the big scoring 7-0 from the field.

But big Ed cooled off in the second half and was able to tally only 3 points during the remainder of the game. The Pioneers tightened up, their defense stalling the Rams from scoring. The story in the second half was all Roman with the big fellow pouring 18 points through the big scoring 7-0 from the field.

Big Ed cooled off in the second half and was able to tally only 3 points during the remainder of the game. The Pioneers tightened up, their defense stalling the Rams from scoring. The story in the second half was all Roman with the big fellow pouring 18 points through the big scoring 7-0 from the field.

Grapplers Overcome Spirited NYU, 14-12

Crippled by the loss of two of its top wrestlers, the City College wrestling team just managed to squeeze by spirited New York University Saturday afternoon at Hansen Hall by a 14-12 score, but were forced to come from behind via a forfeited match and Vito Pizzurro's 7-4 decision in the final bout to pull out the victory.

As if the absence of Coach Joe Sapora wasn't enough, it was revealed last week that New York State champion Dick Melikian of the 147 lb. division and heavyweight Al Raskin had left the squad — Melikian transferring to Springfield College and Raskin leaving to attend school for undisclosed reasons.

Newly appointed substitute coach Bill Louglin was confronted with scorer complications prior to Saturday's meet when it became known that Lou D'Agrano and Marvin Steinberg were slated to leave the team to attend school for undisclosed reasons. Loughlin was then awarded the 177 lb. bout by default.